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Tsunamis are a series of very large and power ful ocean waves. 
Tsunamis can be caused by many factors such as; earthquakes, 
volcanic eruptions, meteorites, large landslides, underwater 
explosions, tectonic plates or nuclear weapons testing in the ocean. 

After an earthquake or other factor, the water is moved in large 
waves. A tsunami is usually composed of a series of waves, called a 
wave train. Tsunamis can occur in any major body of water but are 
most common in the Paci fic Ocean.

Countries like the western United States, Japan, or Chile are all 
at risk of being hit by a tsunami because they have long coastlines on 
the Paci fic Ocean. Hawaii is always at risk for a tsunami. They average 
one per year and a severe tsunami every seven years. 

The height of the tsunami wave will depend on the topography of 
the coastline. Some tsunamis have been known to reach heights of 
100 feet. The fi rst wave of a tsunami is usually not the strongest, the 
waves build up to get stronger.

Many coastal areas have tsunami warning systems in place. 
People are warned to leave the area or find higher ground i f an 
earthquake that may cause a tsunami may occur.

There are also tsunami warning systems in the ocean. There are 
sensors attached to buoys that transmit data about movement in the 
ocean. The Paci fic Tsunami Warning System, with headquarters in 
Hawaii, maintains water gauges and seismic equipment to identi fy 
potential tsunamis at sea. Signs of an incoming tsunami occur with 
very little time to prepare. 

During a tsunami, a sudden drop in the sea level will occur. The 
ground may shake for up to a minute. Loud noises may also be heard. 
A tsunami can be di fficul t to detect ahead of time because they are 
not always visible in the deep ocean. As the tsunami waves travel 
through the deeper parts of the ocean, thei r crest may only be a few 
feet tall.
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The si ze or height of a tsunami wave can range drastically. When 
a tsunami comes near land the height can mul ti ply by ten times. A 
tsunami can go inland as far as one mile i f the coastal land is very 
flat or below sea level.

The speed of the tsunami depends on how deep the water is. In 
shall ow waters, the speed slows down but the height of the wave 
grows. A tsunami has a very long wavelength that can cause major 
damage as they reach land. A tsunami wave can travel from Portugal 
to North Carolina in just over eight hours.

Along the coast, drawback will occur on the shoreline. In the 
deep ocean, tsunami waves may appear only a foot or so high. As 
they approach the shoreline and enter shall ower water they slow 
down and begin to grow in height. The tops of the waves move faster 
than the bottoms.

A trough is the tsunamis lowest point beneath the crest of a 
wave. The trough often reaches shore fi rst. When it reaches the 
shoreline, it produces a vacuumlike effect that sucks the coastal 
waters towards the sea. The retreating of ocean water is a very 
important warning sign of a tsunami. If the shoreline water begins to 
recede dramatically, it likely means a tsunami will follow within just a 
few seconds or minutes.

The waves usually arrive at the coastline as a tall wall of water. 
The water waves from a tsunami flow straight. Ordinary waves flow 
in a ci rcular motion. The water will rush inland with intense power 
and speed causing flooding, deaths and structural damage. More 
waves may arrive in just a few minutes.

About 80% of tsunamis happen in the “Ring of Fi re” in the Paci fic 
Ocean. In this area, tectonic plate shi fts, volcanoes and earthquakes 
are common. Major tsunamis begin every few years.

The coast of Alaska has had mul ti ple smaller tsunamis. A large 
tsunami in Japan occurred in 2011 . In 2004 , a massive tsunami began 
in the Indian Ocean. This tsunami was caused by an earthquake and 
devastated eleven countries in Asia.



Fill  in  the  blank

Multiple  choice

A tsunami is usually 
composed of a series 
of waves, called what?

What country has one of 
the highest recycling 
rates?

In what ocean are 
tsunamis most 
common?

What is the tsunamis 
lowest point called?

In what ocean is the 
"Ring of Fi re"?

Hawaii averages how 
many tsunamis a year?

True  or  false
80 percent of tsunamis 
happen in the "Ring of 
Fi re“.

TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE

Mongolia had a large 
tsunami in 2011 .

A.  Bell ow
B.  Barrel
C.  Di p
D.  Trough

A. Paci fic
B.  Indian
C.  Atlantic
D.  None of the above

A.  Three
B.  One
C.  Ten
D.  Four

The tops of the waves 
move slower than the 
bottoms.
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4 5 6
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A.  Set
B.  Wave train
C.  Funnel
D.  Triplet

A.  Paci fic
B.  Indian
C.  Atlantic
D.  Arctic

A. Paci fic
B. Indian
C. Atlantic
D. Arctic

Some tsunamis have hit 
heights of 100 feet.

Many coastal areas 
have tsunami warning 
systems.

The speed of the tsunami 
depends on how blue the 
water is.

TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE

During a tsunami, a 
sudden drop in the sea 
level will occur. 

TRUE         FALSE

13 14 15The water waves from 
a tsunami fl ow in a 
ci rcular motion.

TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE

When it reaches the 
shoreline, it produces a 
vacuumlike effect.


